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and there are other ways to change the display of
icons for applications, folders, or shortcuts on your
windows. the services “desktop” and “display
settings” are still functional on windows 10 and are
updated based on your settings, so if you want to
change the position of icons on your desktop, the
“desktop app-preferences” service will help. as i
mentioned earlier, people have to set different
settings for different types of desktops, so they can
change the position of icons, or delete the icons when
they don’t like them. for example, you might want to
move or hide the application icons on your desktop;
you will also be able to move or hide the desktop icons
that start with j,k,l,m,n, or o. but even if a user wants
to follow the method that the service is offering, they
will still have to step outside of the windows settings in
the registry editor to make the necessary changes to
the registry. the icons on windows can be changed in a
variety of ways. you can either use third-party apps or
you can make changes to the registry to change a
specific icon. both methods have the same effect and
require you to provide the path to an.ico file via the
registry editor. an internet explorer and windows 7
issue that was corrected in an update on september
12, 2008 allowed remote attackers to read or write
arbitrary memory from the internet explorer 6, 7, and
8 process due to insufficient bounds checking in the
animated cursor code in microsoft windows 2000 sp4
through windows vista. the issue is caused due to
insufficient bounds checking in the chbcursornext
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block of the riff.ani, cur, or.ico file. note: this might be
a duplicate of cve-2005-0416; if so, then
cve-2007-0038 should be preferred.
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stack-based buffer overflow in the animated cursor
code in windows 2000 sp4 through vista allows remote
attackers to execute arbitrary code or cause a denial
of service (persistent reboot) via a large length value

in the second (or later) anih block of a riff.ani, cur,
or.ico file, which results in memory corruption when
processing cursors, animated cursors, and icons, a

variant of cve-2005-0416, as originally demonstrated
using internet explorer 6 and 7. note: this might be a

duplicate of cve-2007-1765; if so, then cve-2007-0038
should be preferred. this vulnerability is specific to
microsoft windows xp and windows vista. in these

operating systems, the issue is related to the handling
of animated cursors in internet explorer and windows
explorer. stack-based buffer overflow in the animated
cursor code in microsoft windows 2000 sp4 through
vista allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary

code or cause a denial of service (persistent reboot)
via a large length value in the second (or later) anih

block of a riff.ani, cur, or.ico file, which results in
memory corruption when processing cursors,

animated cursors, and icons, a variant of
cve-2005-0416, as originally demonstrated using
internet explorer 6 and 7. note: this might be a

duplicate of cve-2007-1765; if so, then cve-2007-0038
should be preferred. background colors are used to
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represent icons and folders on the desktop, start
menu, and the taskbar in windows. by default, icons

on the desktop and start menu are white and buttons
are gray, but you can change them to any color you

want. 5ec8ef588b
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